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Moving to Web Services?
Learn from CBDI with our Consulting
and Workshops

CBDI provide a variety of educational and consulting services based on our deep and narrow

focused knowledge acquired in the analytical process. The new services are designed to help

you work smart and make the right decisions, as you move into Web Services. There are

products applicable to enterprises and software organizations.

Product Area CBDI Education Consulting Applicable
Specialist Workshop Products Enterprise

Areas Or Industry

1. Web Service Understanding Y 1 Day Enterprise

2. Web Services Strategy and Roadmap Y Y
Enterprise

And Industry

3. Service Based Business Analysis and Design Y 1 or 2 Day Y Enterprise

4. Web Service Architecture Y 1 or 2 Day Y Enterprise

5. Business Process Design for Web Services Y Y Enterprise

6. Web Service Design Y
Enterprise

And Industry

7. Web Services Security Interop Y 1 Day Y
Enterprise

And Industry

8. Web Services Management Y 1 Day Enterprise

9. Information Modeling for Service Oriented
Y 3 Day Y Enterprise

Architectures

10. Web Services Integration Platforms Y Enterprise

11. Selecting a Web Services Toolkit Y Y Enterprise

12. Process Design for Service and Component
Y Enterprise

Delivery and Consumption

13. Software Vendor Product Management Review Y Y Industry

14. Software Vendor Marketing Support Y Y Industry

15. Venture Capital Support Services Y Industry

To find out more see our product catalog at:
http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/services_bro.php3

To discuss how CBDI can assist call us on: +353 28 38071 or 73



Thanks to all our members that contributed to the CBDI

Web Services Survey during February and March.

Hopefully you will have noticed from the weekly CBDI

Newswire that we published the results on the 27th March,

and the detailed results are now available online.1 There are

many insights that can be picked up from this survey, but

let’s just examine a couple:

Editorial
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CBDI SURVEY EXTRACT: 70% of those
responding expressed a commitment
to using or adopting SOA. From our
interviews it was clear that many
organizations consider that Service is the
important concept, not Web Service. Web
Services is just today’s hot technology.

We have come to the conclusion that
there is a fundamentally different mindset
that needs to be brought to bear when
using the Service concept. As we all
know the essence of a Service is that it
is an improved form of component, a
black box. In this month’s CBDI Journal
Richard Veryard advises that the essence
of understanding Service oriented
requirements is to manage the hiding of
complexity. He suggests there are
various forms of complexity and that
understanding these, and making
informed choices provides a systematic
and sound business basis for making
what might otherwise be purely
technical decisions relating to for
example granularity and scope.

Richard then goes on to demonstrate the
approach using a worked example in
which, using the highly topical airport
departure and security process, he
illustrates how Service thinking can
radically improve business and
information support processes.

CBDI SURVEY EXTRACT: 47% of survey
participants plan to have a defined

process for Service delivery by the end
of 2003.

Regular readers will recall that we have
published several commentaries and
reports on the software delivery process
over the past 12 months. The recent
survey confirmed our thinking that we
need an overlay to the current processes
that are widely used in the software
delivery life cycle, and that many
organizations are now starting to
consider this.

Earlier this year we talked to a number of
members about whether there was some
merit in a CBDI led initiative to create
some level of common definition of that
process overlay. We have had very
positive feedback to this suggestion and
over the next couple of months we are
holding meetings for in interested parties
to discuss these matters.

You may like to look at some of the
recent papers we have published in this
area as well contribute to the active
discussion forum2. If you and or your
organization are interested in this
initiative we would like to hear from
you. Hopefully we have alerted everyone
who has already signalled their interest
in response to earlier reports, but if you
have an interest and have not heard
directly from us please let me know.

Regards, David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

EXTRACT FROM CBDI WEB
SERVICES USAGE SURVEY
RESULTS:

● 70% of those responding
expressed a commitment
to using or adopting SOA.

● 47% of survey participants
plan to have a defined
process for Service delivery
by the end of 2003.

CBDI is now motivating an
initiative to better define the
Service Oriented Delivery
Process. Contact us now if
you would like to participate.

1. CBDI Web Services Usage Survey
http://www.cbdiforum.com/bronze/
webserv_usage/webserv_usage.php3

2. CBDI TOPIC AREA on Web Services Life
Cycle Process including various papers
and discussion forum
http://www.cbdiforum.com/report.php3?
topic_id=7
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By Richard Veryard Introduction
In a complex situation, we expect to
model the requirements from several
different perspectives, presenting a
series of coordinated models, as shown
in Box 1.

One of the key design issues for SOA is
to determine the scope and granularity
of each service. SOA modeling helps to
achieve this.

The identification and design of services
within a service-oriented architecture can
in principle be based on any of these
models. Many methods use a single
approach for the identification and

design of services. While this may work
well in some environments, no single
approach is ideal for all situations. CBDI
has therefore advocated that SOA
developers use a combination of
different models and approaches to
address different requirements. Services
are defined and scoped to hide various
forms of complexity, as shown in Table 1.

Hiding complexity yields a gain in
manageability, as well as flexibility and
reuse. Business analysts should consider
carefully which type of complexity is
most at issue in a given situation, and
choose the appropriate modeling
approach accordingly.

Our recent article on Modeling for SOA was received with

great interest by members. In this follow-up article, we are

going to explore some aspects of a simple but potentially

collaborative business process.

With web services, it becomes feasible to automate a wide

range of services, and make them available both through

multiple technical channels and via third parties. If the

intention is to achieve massive reuse and economies of

scale, then this carries an obligation for precise and

accurate specification, since small errors in a publicly

available service can generate huge business problems

very quickly. CBDI has always advocated modeling; in this

article we provide a discussion of the possible business

and management opportunities opened up by proper

service modeling.

Modeling for SOA –
Worked Example

Best Practice Report
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continues...

Case Description
Most readers will have some experience
of flying – although many of us are less
frequent flyers these days than the
airlines would wish. So I’m going to look
at the passenger departure process –
from arrival at the airport to boarding
the plane. 

Let’s start by discussing why this might
be a suitable opportunity for a service-
oriented architecture. It’s because of
the business potential of increasing
differentiation and increasing federation.

Differentiated Services
In differentiated services, service
outcomes depend on context. For
example: sometimes a passenger may
get a free upgrade.

Traditionally, this is at the discretion of
the check-in agent, and is governed by

In complex cases, more than one type
of complexity may be important and
worth analyzing. In such cases, it may be
appropriate to use several approaches
in parallel, and then reconcile and
intelligently combine the resulting service
definitions.

Logical modeling helps to decide the
scope and granularity of business
services at an abstract level. These may
then be implemented as new web
services, or they may be mapped against
any available services (whether using
web service protocols or not) that can be
exposed from legacy systems or
negotiated with third party service
providers. As with any logical-to-physical
design mapping, the scope and
granularity may be the same between
logical and physical – but doesn’t have
to be.

policies and procedures, which are part
of the agent’s training. If these policies
and procedures are changed, these
changes have to be communicated to all
check-in agents – and there are various
ways of doing this, with varying levels of
accuracy and reliability.

Meanwhile, if you check in at an
electronic kiosk, there is no chance of
getting a discretionary upgrade. For this
reason, frequent travelers sometimes
prefer to queue at the desk, if time
allows, since they may be able to speak
sweetly to the clerk and get upgraded.
Meanwhile anxious terrorists – or just
passengers who want to sneak on an
extra item of hand baggage – might
prefer to use electronic check-in to
avoid having to face questioning by the
check-in agent.

Level

Market

Business

Information
Computation

Engineering
Technology

Model Notations

Implementation
Languages

Models

Domain Semantics

Business Asset Model Business Rule Model Business Service Model Business Process Model

Information Object Model

Service Context Model Service Policy Model Federation Model

System Policy Model System Service Model Collaboration Model

Demand Model

Operational Simulation Model

Class Model Predicate Logic Use Case Model Interaction Model

e.g. XML e.g. OCL e.g. WSDL e.g. BPEL

Box 1: Modeling Framework

Perspective Scope

Process/Collaboration
Modeling

Data/Document
Modeling

Rule/Policy Modeling

each service handles a
single process step

each service handles a
simple set of data elements

each rule is encapsulated in
a separate service

Hides

service hides operational
complexity

service hides data
complexity

service hides business logic

Defines

define services using process
and interaction diagrams

define services using class
diagram or data model

define services using rule
diagram

Table 1: Perspectives for Modeling Services
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Modeling for SOA – Worked Example continued...

removed by increasing interchangeability.

Federated Services
Another reason this example is
interesting from an SOA perspective is
that it allows us to think about service
delivery as performed by a network of
collaborating entities.

For example, at some airports, the
check-in is performed by local agents, or
via third-party channels. Meanwhile, an
airline may perform/support check-in,
baggage handling and other services for
partner airlines at its “home” airport.

As we have seen, it may be difficult to
deliver a differentiated service over an
electronic kiosk; but it is often even more
difficult to deliver a differentiated service
via third-party agents. Frequent flyer
passengers may get excellent treatment
at some airports, but may be denied
access to their expected benefits in
some foreign airports. While airlines have
gotten better at sharing lounge access,
for example, there are still gaps in
the service.

Three Modeling
Approaches
Identifying the requirements
To design a set of services on an

electronic kiosk, we need to start by
identifying a set of requirements. This is
not as simple as it seems. The obvious
approach is to start with our own
business process, and design the
services on a kiosk to support this
process. However, this approach typically
fails to produce reusable services. Even
the domain modeling approach, where
the process model is generalized to
<anyairline> will be limited in the reuse it
can achieve. Much higher levels of reuse
can be achieved by taking a much larger
scope, and thinking about the broader
requirements and opportunities of the
ecosystem in which the kiosk is to be
situated – in this case, the airport. What
activities are going on in the airport, and
how might a kiosk interact usefully with
these activities? Many airports have one
set of machines for electronic check-in,
one set of machines selling tickets for
local transport, and a third set of
machines accepting payment for the car
park. If we think about building a kiosk
that can support all of these services, we
can then start to think about bundling
and recombining these services in
ways that add value for passengers.
Furthermore, this analysis might cause
an airline to consider not only the needs
of passengers, but of any relatives and

We may suppose that there are business
advantages in electronic check-in, in
terms of speed and efficiency. We may
also suppose that there are business
advantages in providing differentiated
services of various kinds. To gain greater
access to these business advantages,
airlines might therefore want to make
electronic check-in more sophisticated,
to support at least some elements of
service differentiation. Electronic kiosks
could support a range of biometric
checks logically equivalent to those a
human agent might make – is the
passenger sweating, agitated, looking
frightened, etc. Software can also
measure the response time of the
passenger, and may make useful
inferences about the passenger and his
context from any lengthy hesitation –
just as a human agent does.
Uncharacteristic hesitation may be a
sign of impersonation, or it may signal
a need for help.

In any case, we might expect the
check-in service to be broadly the same,
regardless of whether it is executed by a
human check-in agent or an electronic
kiosk. Although it may never be possible
to impose total consistency for the same
service across different access channels, 
some needless complications can be

Requirements Modeling Approach Electronic Kiosk Example

Our Business

Our Domain

Our Ecosystem

Identify Business Problem
Identify “Users”
Negotiate Requirements
Define Solution

Identify Domain
Identify Domain Experts
Define Requirements
Design Solution Kit

Identify Ecosystem
Identify Services
Procure & Release Devices

Design the services on a kiosk to fit with our own business
requirements

Design the services on a kiosk to fit with a generic view of
the business requirements of any airline

Design the services on a kiosk to fit with a view of the
prevailing demands in the chosen environment (airport)

Table 2
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continues...

not true. Take security search, for
example. In the current international
environment, we should not be surprised
to find that security procedures are much
stricter than they used to be, and that
they vary according to context – such
as the destination of the plane. Security
searches may be repeated during
different process steps before the
passenger is allowed onto the plane, and
additional adhoc checks performed
against security blacklists. In a traditional
system, manual physical searches may
be carried out repeatedly at the security
agent’s discretion, without formal control
or monitoring. But in an automated
service-based system, we need to model
such variations explicitly, with precise
and formal controls. Such variation is
difficult to represent clearly in
conventional process models. We’ll
come back to this one.

Another potential problem with the
process model is the limitation of scope.
While it may be useful to show the
process as perceived by the airline, this
is not the only perspective. From the
passenger’s perspective, the model in
Figure 1 is incomplete. When a
passenger arrives at an airport to take a
flight, he undergoes a sequence of
activities. While some of these activities
are obviously a necessary part of the
departure process, others (shown below
the dotted line in Figure 2) may represent
zero or negative value for the passenger.

friends who accompany them to the
airport – and this consideration may lead
to further business opportunities.

Decomposing the requirements and
identifying services
As indicated in Table 2 and 3, there
are three ways of decomposing the
requirements to identify the services.

Much of this modeling will be familiar to
readers, and this article is not intended
as an introduction to all aspects of
modeling. Instead, we are going to
illustrate some of the new opportunities
of SOA, especially in terms of the
separation of process, data and policy.

Processes and Collaborations
A conventional view of the passenger
departure process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Perspective Basis for decomposition 

Process/Collaboration Modeling

Data/Document Modeling

Rule/Policy Modeling

First cut decomposition based on activities

First cut decomposition based on things
(so-called business objects)

First cut decomposition based on
business goals

Example

Example: Check-in, Board

Example: Passenger, Flight

Example: Reward Loyalty, No Terrorist
On Plane

Table 3: Three Ways of Decomposition

Note that CROSS BORDER and
BAGGAGE DROP are conditional – they
are always required under some
conditions (international flights,
overweight baggage), and never required 
under some other conditions (domestic
flights, handbags only). In some methods,
such process steps may be referred to as
“optional” – but this can be a misleading
term, since it suggests that there is
a choice.

In a conventional process model, these
conditions would either be directly
hardcoded into the preconditions of the
conditional process steps themselves,
or indirectly hardcoded into the
preconditions of some later process
step. For example, BOARDPLANE may
have a precondition <if FLIGHT is
international, then CROSSBORDER
successfully executed>.

The word “hardcoded” in the previous
paragraph will alert some readers to a
potential inflexibility in this approach.
Perhaps the rules applying to CROSS
BORDER and BAGGAGE DROP have
remained much the same for decades,
and are common across all airlines and
airports. If this assumption is true, then
the hardcoding may not matter very
much. But in these interesting times,
long standing convention is no basis for
assuming future stability of requirements.

In any case, there are other examples
where such an assumption is definitely
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Modeling for SOA – Worked Example continued...

In either case, we must be wary of a
possible semantic mismatch between
input and output. <Plane-is-Clean> may
not have the same meaning in both
places, because the passenger’s notion
of cleanliness may be different to the
cleaning company’s notion. The cleaning
company’s preferred notion of cleanliness
may be simply <plane has undergone
cleaning process> – but the airline will
probably prefer to define the outcome
more rigorously, perhaps in terms of
a further independent service <plane
has passed cleaning inspection>. We
therefore need semantic models that
allow these notions to be precisely
defined and mapped together.

Managing Services
Management of the process may include
a requirement to coordinate input and
output.

There are several potential interdepen-
dencies between the input services.
Either loading the passengers, baggage,
fuel and other supplies must wait until
the safety checks are complete. Or if
a plane fails a safety check, then

Figure 2: The Importance of
Broadening Scope

However, these process steps may be
important for other participants in the
business collaboration, including the air-
port authorities and the various retail out-
lets that support the economics of the
airport. 

● Waiting passengers spend money,
which generates revenue.

● Passengers walk at different
speeds, which reduces congestion.

● Some passengers may be willing
to pay extra to avoid inconvenience
(“fast track service”)

Modeling Services
A business process transforms a set of
input services into a set of output
services. Both input and output services
can be expressed as use cases. But use
case descriptions alone don’t give us a
view of how the whole process hangs
together. We need a way of mapping
the process logic and service context,
between input services and output
services.

An output service is typically dependent
upon one or more input services, as
shown in Figure 3.

● <BoardPassenger> has
precondition <Plane-is-Clean>

● <CleanPlane> has postcondition
<Plane-is-Clean>

Alternatively, <Plane-is-Clean> may be
identified as part of a service level
agreement (SLA) on input and/or output.

Figure 3: Business Process
Transformation

A business process

transforms a set of input

services into a set of

output services. But use

case descriptions alone

don’t give us a view of

how the whole process

hangs together.
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2. If security policy relies on simple
characteristics, it is easily evaded by
intelligent attackers.

● We assume all terrorists come
from specific countries.

● We assume all weapons are
made of metal.

Successful classification typically involves
a complex combination of attributes and
behavior patterns. In general, we may
want policies to be opaque and changed
regularly, to make them less vulnerable
to manipulation by outsiders. This may
apply to commercial policies as well as
security policies.

two subclasses, in order to eliminate
security threats.

● Normal passengers versus
security threats

● Normal bags versus bags
containing weapons.

These aspects of security policy can
therefore be represented in a data or
class model, using traditional data
modeling techniques. But there are a
number of issues with this.

1. We may want security policy
enforced by agents (such as third
party service providers) who don’t
have access to all relevant data.

passengers, baggage, fuel and other
supplies may have to be off-loaded.

An airline may either hold everything
until checks are complete, or go ahead
with the possibility that some actions
may have to be reversed out. This choice
is typically represented in policy.
Alternatively, the responsibility for this
choice may be delegated to the service
provider. If you want this choice to be
made intelligently, then the service
provider will need to be given enough
context to achieve this.

Coordination of the process may include
the allocation of resources.  For example,
where input services are resource-
constrained, a resource allocation
decision is required, to determine which
plane to service first. Obviously there is a
problem if the catering company decides
to supply plane A first, while the cleaning
company decides to clean plane B first,
because this may mean neither of
them will be ready. Such coordination
requirements can be implemented in
various ways – either through direct
peer-to-peer contact between service
providers or as part of the coordination
function of the calling process.
Coordination of this kind is especially
relevant in handling exceptions and
contingencies – which is where much
management effort has always been
spent. But regardless of how they are
implemented, and by whom, such
requirements may be specified in terms
of postconditions or invariants on a
defined set of separate but collaborating
services.

Modeling Policy via Data or Process
Screening passengers and baggage
for security threats is a classic CRM
(customer relationship management)
requirement - classification leading to
differential treatment. We are trying to
classify passengers and their bags into

continues...

CRM Insight – Decoupling Data Requirement from Data Solution

What an airline WANTS to do is identify bags containing weapons. This is the
requirement. What an airline ACTUALLY does is identify bags containing suspect
artifacts. In practice, many innocent items arouse suspicion, while genuine
weapons sometimes slip through. Over time, we might hope to refine the criteria
for suspicion, so that we have a higher chance of detecting weapons, with fewer
false alarms.

Problems of this kind are very common with CRM. What a company WANTS
to do is identify customers who are going to buy more product and generate
more profit. What it ACTUALLY does is define a set of selection criteria against
the customer database, which it uses to target customers for special attention
(differentiated service). Selection criteria are evaluated retrospectively, to
discover how accurately they have targeted the customers, the varied and
refined over time.

Many firms prefer to keep the actual selection criteria secret from competitors
and business partners, as well as from the customers themselves. They believe
that if customers discover the criteria, they can manipulate them to their own
advantage. (The relationship between secrecy and security is a complex one.
See CBDI Journal article on Identity and Services, September 2002.)

The logical separation here between requirement and solution has important
implications for class modeling. Both WEAPON and SUSPECT ARTEFACT need
to be visible as classes, or at least as subclasses of BAGGAGE. These should be
decoupled in the class model, so that some services may reference WEAPON
while other services reference SUSPECT BAGGAGE. This means we can
differentiate services in terms of the underlying business or security requirement
(WEAPON) while varying and refining the detection criteria (SUSPECT ARTEFACT).
It also means we can reveal information about one class and not the other.

Box 2: CRM Insight – Decoupling Data Requirement from Data Solution
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Modeling for SOA – Worked Example continued...

Persistent context for a passenger are
those attributes and preferences that
remain from one flight to the next:
frequent flier, seafood menu, wheelchair
user, security blacklisted, and so on.
Transient context for a passenger
typically relate to a single journey: late
check-in, travel in group, connection at
other end, suspicious behavior, and so on.

As Figure 5 shows, policies such as
security may be applied at any stage of

contract. Policies may reference various
elements of context. There may be some
elements of context for each business
object touched by the service. See
Figure 4.

Context may be persistent or transient. 

Decoupling the data model as described
in Box 2 allows us to specify relationships
more precisely between third parties and
data. E.g. do the police performing the
security check have access to airline
bookings? Do they, or should they have
knowledge of who specifically is passing
through the security check? Conversely,
if the police have concerns about an
individual passenger, how and at what
stage does the airline get notified of this
concern? Security policies may also be
embedded inside process descriptions.
For example, screening passengers and
baggage for security threats takes place
at various stages of the process. Each
process step may execute some elements
of the security policies. Third party and
legacy processes may embed/assume
various policies.

However, where policies are represented
in the data or process model, we are
usually constrained to fairly simple
(binary) policies. Complex policies
generally require more explicit modeling.
See Table 4.

Modeling context
Policies may define or modify the service 

Binary Policies Complex Policies

Tests have a definite outcome with two possibilities.

Upgrade at check-in? Yes/No.

Security check? Pass/fail

This makes downstream process steps more simple,
because they can assume context.

“If this passenger has been allowed to reach this stage, she
must have passed all necessary security checks.”

If a simplification is unacceptable, it is not just because the
assumption is false – most systems are based on simplistic
assumptions that are not totally valid. In this example, the
assumption is also dangerous – in terms of the risk of
getting it wrong.

Tests may have complex outcome, including deferred calls
to further processes and policies.

Each process step may add or modify the context. Each
process step may be sensitive to context.

This makes process steps more general (powerful, reusable)
because they can be applied across multiple contexts.

This makes systems more flexible, because their behavior
can be modified by altering policies.

Complex policies may avoid simplistic assumptions and
therefore be more accurate. But higher levels of complexity
may be harder  to manage, and this introduces a different
set of problems and risks.

Table 4: Policies may be binary or complex

Figure 4: Services are driven by
policy and context

Figure 5: Context Sensitive Policy
Application



We can now fully

decouple the process

from the policies, gaining

greater flexibility and reuse

in both departments.
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continues...

delays for economy passengers, the 
greater the benefits of “fasttrack”
security for club passengers. For this
reason, investment to improve speed
of immigration and security processes
(including biometrics checks) may
be introduced to business class
passengers first.

Figure 7: Policy Effects on Business
Performance

Management may adjust policies to
improve the security and other
performance aspects of the system as a
whole. Policy changes may have complex
effect on business performance. Minor
policy changes may sometimes have
major consequences on business
performance, while multiple policies may
interact in complex ways.

For example, it may be obvious that strict
security may increase costs and cause
delays, while lax security may increase
the chances of incidents leading to
service disruption (and worse). But what
may be less obvious is that tight security
may sometimes have counterproductive
effects – especially if it generates lots of

the process. At each stage, the policy
may determine the need for further
information or monitoring.

Policies may involve collaboration
between multiple service providers,
which may involve shared processes as
well as shared context. Collaboration
may itself be subject to policies, such as
security & privacy policies, as well as
commercial policies covering cost,
risk/liability and compensation.

We can now fully decouple the process
from the policies, gaining greater
flexibility and reuse in both departments.
The same policy may be referenced at
several points in the process. A policy
may be shifted sideways or repeated.
Redundant policy may be removed.
Policy may be made stricter or more
lenient.

Figure 6: Policy Driven Service
Differentiation

As shown in Figure 6, policy may be used
to provide some service differentiation.
For example, the longer the security
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Modeling for SOA – Worked Example continued...

false alarms and diverts attention away
from genuine security threats.

Another reason for separating policy
from process is that policy ownership
may be organizationally separate from
process ownership. Processes can be
tuned to deliver widely varying business
performance by plugging in different
policies, without changing the underlying
process.

Policy Summary
Our models of the passenger departure
process show clearly how system

We have also seen how small policy
changes may cause major system failure.
The performance of the system may be
very sensitive to policy. A policy for one
business goal may have a negative effect
on other business goals (side effects,
interference). A business goal may even
be undermined by counterproductive
policies. It may therefore be useful or
even essential to simulate the
implementation of a policy before
enacting it.

In the Service-Oriented Architecture, we
therefore recommend modeling policies
explicitly, and using them to define
separate services, driven by context.
This decoupling creates the potential to
achieve much higher levels of flexibility
and reuse.

Modeling Summary
In this article, we have mainly discussed
SOA modeling from a technically neutral
perspective. Even though an abstract
invariant service model may not make
the technological details explicit, it is
apparent in this example that automation
has the potential to change the behavior
and performance of the whole system in
quite radical ways.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

behavior depends on policies. Policies
may have a complex effect on business
goals. The business may want to
experiment with different policies.
Policies can be defined at any level of
granularity. Greater granularity offers
greater flexibility and control, while
excessive granularity causes complexity
and may be unmanageable.

When modeling, therefore, it makes
sense to start with the simplest possible
set of policies. Allow for incremental
policy refinement later. 

Figure 8: System Dynamics Models

To-Be
Define web service specifications

Create and deploy web services

Bind and manage SOA system

Invariant
Model abstract services in a
technologically neutral way

As-Is
Determine service orientation in
Legacy Systems (data/process)

Model implicit services, including
policy services

Expose & wrap services

Refactor to improve decoupling

Figure 9: Service Reengineering Process: From As-Is to To-Be
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By David Sprott

Security, privacy or digital identity, take your pick. There’s

an entire industry growing around how we identify ourselves.

But as usual it seems that we are in danger of letting the

technology drive the solutions. In previous reports we

have emphasized the centrality of the consumer in the

authentication process and the need for systems thinking

to be brought into play. In this report we discuss a welcome

initiative from BT to provide an authentication Web Service.

The BT Authentication Service

Product Report

Introduction
In our report last September, Establishing
Requirements for Identity1, we challenged
the current security strategies of many
industry players, which seem to be
driven by provider needs rather than
consumers. We suggested that the
current emphasis on single sign-on, as
it is currently being presented, is ill
considered and will probably be rejected
by many consumers as increasing risk
rather than reducing it. We advised on
the requirement for a coherent identity
management system and the criticality of
designing identity systems that first and
foremost protect the interests of the
consumer.

The primary concern that service
consumers have is that their interaction
with a service is secure, such that others
cannot make use of the service using
their identity. Any authentication system
needs to provide visible evidence to the
consumer that their interaction is
absolutely confidential and that others
cannot access their confidential services. 

The common response to this concern is
to use physical verification, for example 
smart cards, or biometrics which range
from retina scans through voice
recognition. The problem with biometrics
is that no sooner has the technology
been perfected, than some bright person
finds an equally clever way to circumvent
them. Smart cards can be lost or stolen,
and passwords can be broken. Retina
scans can be replicated with contact
lenses. Finger prints can be copied onto
gelatin prosthetics. As we have noted in
our report on Establishing Requirements
for Identity we need an holistic systems
approach, and not surprisingly new
technology isn’t always the answer.

The general principle here is that identity
is no longer regarded as monothetic
(dependent on a single characteristic
feature) but as polythetic (dependent
on several characteristic features). The
system no longer regards me purely a
function of my fingerprint or iris scan,
but is able to use a range of alternative
authentication mechanisms. CBDI
September 2002
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Single “Identity” Is the Key
There is rightly much skepticism
surrounding efforts in the industry around
identity. The problem is people will keep
going on about single sign-on” and
that is a complete irrelevance to the real
problem that we do badly need to fix. 

Whilst we all have many user ID’s and
passwords, that we consistently lose,
and or fail to remember, they are an
inconvenience, not a critical issue.
Whilst many sites are inherently insecure,
for example openly mailing lost
passwords without encryption, security
mechanisms surrounding web site usage
are generally pretty good where they
need to be. For example with my own
private banking system I am challenged
to provide parts of pre-arranged
keywords that are known only to myself
and my bank, which gives me, together
with the encryption of the messaging, a
lot of confidence that only I am able to
transact on my accounts.

The problem is the integrity of my access
to the banking system is not scalable - to
set up the on-line banking I had to visit
the bank in person and provide
documentary evidence and photo ID, so
that there was physical verification of my
identity. I have a similar arrangement with
insurance and investment companies,
but I have to say that I perceive these as
less secure, because they were arranged
by snail mail, which could more easily be
intercepted. 

So as a consumer, if someone could offer
me a Web Service which allowed me to
have the same level of visible integrity
as I have with my on-line banking system,
I would actually be very interested. I
would see this not just as a value adding
service, but a critical security component. 

It occurs to me that in conventional terms
we already have an authentication model 

The BT Authentication Service continued...

out the clear opportunity for
intermediaries, to offer value adding
services on a horizontal and vertical
basis. Last year we reported on BT
who announced their Web Services
management strategy2 see Box 2.
Recently we talked again to BT and were
really interested to learn that one of their
horizontal service offerings will be an
authentication service. 

The BT Authentication
Service
BT is developing what they call an online
identity checking service, branded as
URU. The purpose and scope of the
service is to authenticate and validate
identities and addresses in the UK. 

The service is initially based on a
database which has been developed
by GB Group Plc, a UK company that
specializes in proving identity. GB
provides a National Register database
service containing historical and current
UK population data. The GB database
has been developed over the past six
years and is currently used to support a
number of call centers. The new service 

that has some lessons for us - it’s called
a notary. The notary or public notary,
depending on which country you live in,
is an individual who is either a public
servant or certified person who provides
a service which authenticates documents
(and therefore by implication individuals). 

Notary, n, (public) person publicly
authorized to draw up or attest
contracts etc, protest bills of
exchange, etc, and perform other
formalities, hence notar IAL.

And in case you think notary services are
a thing of the past, my own personal
experience is that Network Solutions Inc.
use them as a regular part of their
process for (web site) registrant changes,
to ensure the applicant is who they say
they are. So if you want to transfer
www.amazon.com to yourself, you will
have to convince a notary that you have
the authority to do so!

BT - Web Service
Intermediary
In our Web Service research over the 
past few years CBDI has been pointing

A CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY

Last month a British pensioner and charity worker Derek Bond was arrested
during his vacation in South Africa and held in prison for three weeks in a case
of mistaken identity. Mr Bond had been mistaken by the FBI for their real wanted
man, multi-million pound fraud suspect Derek Lloyd Sykes. Evidently Mr Sykes,
also a British citizen who is now in custody and awaiting trial in Texas, may have
used, among other names the pseudonym and false identity of Derek Bond as
long as 14 years ago. A news conference was told that Mr Bond's passport
number had somehow been added to the FBI “wanted” notice about Mr Sykes.

In this age of ultra-fast communications, one would have thought that such a
case of mistaken identity would have been cleared up within hours or at worst a
couple of days. For some reason best known to themselves, the FBI insisted that
Derek Bond be held by the South African police pending extradition to the United
States, a process which had been incepted four days after his arrest. 

Source BBC News

Box 1: Mistaken Identity Can be Serious
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The standard service accepts 2 or more
parameters (questions) and a response is
returned with MATCH/NO MATCH status
indicated in the result fields. It is
therefore a provider choice of how many
and which fields are used in the
authenticate process, to determine the
level of checking. GB indicates that
currently they have approximately 50%
coverage in the UK. Whilst they are
working hard to extend the coverage,
they believe their service is fully
justifiable at this stage. If there is no
match on an authenticate service request,
then the agent will revert to a
conventional manual authentication
process perhaps requesting certain
documents by surface mail to corroborate
identity. GB makes the point that if
50% of authentication requests can be
automated this represents a huge saving 
in agent time and not insignificantly
increases customer satisfaction. As a
relatively unsatisfied customer of the

BT ANNOUNCE WEB SERVICES BASED PRODUCTS

Last week BT announced a strategic initiative to enter into the web services
arena. Interestingly BT’s web services approach is much broader than the
footprint of their conventional business model. They are offering an end to end
solution service including a web services application component library, a
deployment environment and a web services management layer ... This broadly
based announcement suggests BT has recognized their core competencies of
managing networks and systems integration provide a basis for value added
services.

The BT announcement represents a small but significant step towards a
revolution in how Services are delivered. In our work on Service business
frameworks we suggest that the telcos are ideally situated to act as what we
define as a super intermediary - a middleman that aggregates and provides both
tangible (SLA’s) and intangible (brands) product offerings that encourage
consumer and business trust in remote service operation. This model will slowly
evolve over the next five years, and will soon be recognized as a radical
reengineering of the Service delivery process.

CBDI Commentary October 2002 3

Box 2: BT’s Web Services Product Strategy

operated by BT, links to the GB database
which checks an individual’s identity in
real time by comparing basic data
provided by the individual with the
information already in the register, which
includes links to other reference sources
such as the National Criminal Intelligence
Service, HM Customs and Excise and
National Crime Squad, plus mortality
databases and the electoral register. The
results of the checks are then passed
back to the BT service.

The service is aimed at determining
whether someone is pretending to be
someone else using the minimum
number of questions. The service
requests answers to specific questions,
such as Post Code/Address, Telephone
no, Postal address, House next door and
(believe it or not) Closest pub (public
house), although sadly the latter more
interesting questions do not appear to be
part of the standard service specification
yet, see Figure 1 on page 16.

archetypal call center, I can only agree
with this. 

Authentication Service
Futures
The URU service is one of a number of
standard services that BT is offering their
customers as value added services (they
actually call them components) on top
of their web services management
infrastructure. The service will be
published in the BT Web Services library
and is intended for widespread usage,
both by organizations using BT’s systems
integration services, but equally as web
services consumed by competitive
organizations such as EDS. 

BT initially plans support for two
interface mechanisms - web sites and
CRM systems. This will be followed by
an IVR service (more on this below)
which will verify the identity of the caller
before the caller is put through to the call
centre agent. This will prevent the agent
from hearing confidential information and
reduce their time on the call.

BT sees URU as having strategic potential
insofar as it could become a major
application in its own right. Initially BT is
using the GB database as the primary
authenticating source, but whilst they are
very happy with GB as a strategic
partner, their contract is non-exclusive,
and both parties fully expect BT to
significantly expand the sources over time.

An obvious question was what about
BT’s own telephone directory? But of
course BT is a regulated company and is
required to offer services on a free
market basis, so GB actually already
acquire the BT directory along with a
number of other intermediaries. BT is
however investigating various other
direct sources including government
datasets such as the Driver Vehicle
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The BT Authentication Service continued...

Licensing Authority (DVLA). The UK
government has imposed strict
authentication requirements on such
activities as gambling in its quest to
stamp out money laundering, and initial
indications are that government
departments will be able to assist in
making databases available under strict
usage conditions. What is helpful here
is that the UK Deputy Information
Commissioner has taken a view that this
form of authentication is not in fact
data sharing, because of the nature of
the service result which only returns
MATCH/NO MATCH status. 

A further stage of evolution being
assessed by BT is the option for data
subjects (citizens) to register with URU.
There are some considerable benefits of
registration because the service will notify
the data subject of every authentication
request by email, which will of course
cause an immediate alert if an
impersonation attempt is made. 

What this indicates is there will be
varying levels of certification of identity,
which will be dependent on the data
available. For the higher levels of
certification, the registration step is of
course a critical part of the process. BT is
currently planning to promote the
authentication service for corporate
usage, which will as a by product create
a large number, perhaps as many as 2
million individuals over a relatively short
period of time, who have been
authoritatively identified because of their
employment. BT is anticipating a process
whereby certain classes of registrant
would then be able to act in a capacity
similar to a notary to authenticate others
in the registration process. 

I fully accept and support BT’s desire for
caution here, but in fact I think this is
likely to be a major weakness in the
system. I would recommend that

POST /uruws/uru.asmx HTTP/1.1
Host: www.prove-uru.co.uk
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: length
SOAPAction: "http://bt.com/uru/interface/Authenticate"

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

<soap:Body>
<Authenticate xmlns="http://bt.com/uru/interface">

<authenticateData>
<postCode> string </postCode>
<premise> string </premise>
<lastName> string </lastName>
<firstName> string </firstName>
<yearOfResidence> int </yearOfResidence>
<mPAN>string </mPAN>
<exDir> boolean </exDir>
<telNumber> string </telNumber>
<telNumberDateMonth> int </telNumberDateMonth>
<telNumberDateYear> int </telNumberDateYear>
<tolerance> int </tolerance>
<dateOfBirthYear> int </dateOfBirthYear>
<dateOfBirthMonth> int </dateOfBirthMonth>
<dateOfBirthDay> int </dateOfBirthDay>
<exdirectory> boolean </exdirectory>

</authenticateData>
<userId> guid </userId>

</Authenticate>
</soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Figure 1: Authenticate Data

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: length

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

<soap:Body>
<AuthenticateResponse xmlns="http://bt.com/uru/interface">

<AuthenticateResult>
<dobResult> string </dobResult>
<personResult> boolean </personResult>
<residentResult> string </residentResult>
<mPANResult> string </mPANResult>
<livingResult> string </livingResult>
<telNoResult> string </telNoResult>
<exDirResult> string </exDirResult>
<error> boolean </error>
<response> string </response>
<queryCredit> double </queryCredit>
<failureString> string </failureString>

</AuthenticateResult>
</AuthenticateResponse>

</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

Figure 2 - Authenticate Response
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conventional notaries would be the ideal 
way of executing this process, and
provide everyone with a high level of
confidence. 

You might ask, what is the motivation on
the part of the individual? Why would
anyone want to go to the bother and
almost certainly the cost of becoming
registered? My own response would be
that this would bring peace of mind in my
transactions, so that I could have the
same peace of mind that I have in
transacting on line with my bank today,
but with a myriad of other online sites for
pretty much any purpose. 

In every country there will be a choice of
authenticator that you choose to register
with. Interestingly GB is working with a
mutual company that holds key questions
on behalf of individuals, which for data
protection reasons would be separate
from the authenticator role. Clearly BT
together with its early stage partner, GB,
has visions that in the UK they will
become a major supplier of authentication
services. However the service is also
designed to scale across Europe and
research and trials will be conducted
later this year.

BT’s view, after talking with the Office of
the Information Commissioner, is that the
URU approach raises no significant Data
Protection Act issues and (with no detail
disclosure), offers some tangible
advantages. As the DP Act is Europe
wide, they are confident there will be
no privacy/data protection issues in
other EU countries.

Biometrics
In the introduction to this report I
mentioned some of the issues with
biometrics. But the key issue is that
biometrics must be used in conjunction
with other mechanisms. BT has some
really interesting plans in this area, based 

on developing IVR (interactive voice

response) based authentication. Not

surprising because of course as a telco

BT will be really keen to see its core

technology in use, but more importantly

this is a device that is cheap and already

ubiquitously available for use by any of

their potential customers. As I concluded

in my report on Voice Components last

November4 this is a technology whose

time has come. BT is planning to use IVR

to have the individual repeat a series of

20 to 30 words and then with permission

capture a voice print.

When you want to invoke the authenticate

service, an IVR system will call you,

wherever you wish, (so it’s location

independent) and ask you to say a

selection of words. This of course can be

used in conjunction with basic

authentication mechanisms as well,

depending on the trust status of the

application, which of course can vary

depending on context.

Summary
BT is doing a number of ground breaking
things here. First they are creating a
commodity (widely available, for mass
market use) service based product that
will be available to a wide constituency,
including their systems integration
competitors. 

Second they are addressing one of the
key issues relating to service use -
providing a strong authentication system,
not just a set of protocols. 

In our opinion BT will have some
interesting challenges in terms of
marketing this service, but that
fundamentally it is likely to be highly
attractive both to provider and consumer,
and have a clear value. 

I support BT’s initial targeting of the
corporate market, although I am less

than convinced that this will yield the
registrant authenticator base they hope
for. However there are lots of other
markets where BT can look to build a
wide base quite quickly, for example
companies that offer credit card protection
schemes would be ideal candidates that
may be interested in both using and
being a channel for promoting such as
scheme. They and other channels might
even assist in defraying the costs as
better authentication will reduce fraud.

BT will need to understand the social
impacts this might have on the way we
transact ordinary business. Although
most people are likely to feel safer with
this form of protection over their
business dealings, some people may feel
threatened that this is big brother
coming in by the back door. Either way,
eventually authentication is going to
become part of everyday life and this
project positions BT to be a central
player in a significant growth area.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com
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Product Report

By Jonathan Stephenson

Wakesoft have made Service Oriented Architecture their

focus and have an aggressive development program to

target this growing market. Wakesoft has developed a

Java framework that implements Sun’s best practice

J2EE patterns in a loosely coupled approach. In the next

release the framework will supply more runtime monitoring

and performance analysis, which will add the service

management capabilities required to build market share.

The term framework is not a well defined one and we look

hard at this product to see how much is ‘framework’ and

what is ‘run-time server’. A run-time dependency may put

some potential buyers off, but as Wakesoft builds more

management capability into this architectural layer the value

it brings will justify its contribution to the final application.

Wakesoft J2EE Framework
Extended Framework and Runtime Delivers
J2EE Application Architecture for SOA

Introduction
Wakesoft is one of a growing number of
J2EE framework companies making their
living from the complexities of the J2EE
platform. Based in San Francisco and
recently venture financed to the tune of
$7M we were interested to see how a
‘framework’ could attract so much
funding. They have write ups of two
customers on their site, one for insurance
claims processing and the other financial
advice. In both cases the client was
prepared to pay for a ready-made
J2EE framework (currently retailing at

approximately $14K per CPU) in order to
ensure the success of their projects.

The trouble with frameworks from the
commercial point of view is that it is
difficult to charge for them. Struts is a
classic example. The Apache Struts
implementation of the Model – View-
Controller pattern has been accepted
and adopted by many J2EE users
because it is free. To create a commercial
product, the tools and runtime
components have to deliver some
significant productivity gains. Wakesoft
has created a framework which uses a
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added to by the customer to provide new
behavior or new integration capabilities.

Throughout the framework you will find
references to the famous ‘Gang of four’
patterns1, which have been adopted and
specialized by Sun as the J2EE blueprints.

Installing Wakesoft
We installed the evaluation download
from the web site. The license key arrived
by email, and when we worked out where
to put it, the demo examples of Sun’s
Pet Shop and the cartoon e-dating web
application provided two good
applications into which we could dig for
working code examples. Documentation
at the architectural level is good – not
sure how programmers would find their
way round all the classes without some
training. The ‘tutorial’ is a summary of the
steps and some folders of partly built
stages for the example – a step-by-step
tutorial is needed here. The Wakesoft
community site has more training
slide-ware with audio.

The Wakesoft components work with all
J2EE application servers and there are
instructions for Oracle, WebSphere,
Weblogic and Tomcat/JBoss (with which
it ships).

You will need a full Java JDK and Apache
ANT to complete the environment for
building applications.

Architecture and Patterns
The list of patterns implemented by
Wakesoft’s framework reads like the
contents list of the Gang of Four book1

and we will highlight just the main ones in
this report. The best way to understand
the framework in our opinion is to
understand the problems they set out
to fix. Let’s take the simple J2EE
architecture; a JSP web tier that uses a
Stateless Session Bean to provide a
façade for a set of business objects
implemented as Entity Beans. The

set of controllers (implemented as
Servlets and Classes) that implements a
layered and loosely coupled application
architecture where user interface flow,
data mapping between web tier and the
business objects, and business rules are
configured in XML files rather than hard
coded Java. In the persistence layer the
adapter pattern implementation allows
for plug-and-play data connectors which
provide an added flexibility, especially for
a company migrating to new platforms.

Wakesoft provides:

1. A wizard (‘accelerator’) to generate a
skeleton application from a set of
business object definitions as, for
example, java classes.

2. A MVC implementation for the web
tier based on a control servlet.

3. A data-mapping layer to map
between HTML forms, XML and the
business objects.

4. Server based input validation, logging
and error handling.

5. Business rules defined as a series of
re-usable steps either as part of the
web tier or EJB tier.

6. A uniform implementation of the
manager/adapter pattern that provides,
for example, a flexible object
persistence layer.

7. Web Service and Java Message
Bean support

The benefit of this type of architecture is
that the system can be reconfigured
without always needing recoding in Java.
The flow of pages and the steps in the
business rules are defined in XML files
rather than JSP and EJB as in a
conventional J2EE development.

The manager/adapter pattern provides
the extensibility that customers require,
but in a flexible architecture. The
Wakesoft adapters can be enhanced or

problems that Wakesoft set out to solve
are as follows:

● Business rules become embedded
in the JSP layer as developers
work around limitations in the EJB
Session layer.

● Navigation and presentation code
is embedded in JSP scripts.

● Business rules are coded in EJBs
and can’t be changed without Java
programming and recompilation.

● Different persistence mechanisms
are used for session and other
data. Bean Managed Persistence
can create a dependency on a
particular database technology
and migration to new data stores
is difficult without coding EJBs.

● Much code is written to map the
HTML data entered on forms to the
business objects and is inflexible.

In the following sections we describe the
patterns used to solve these issues.
Figure 1 gives the overview of the
architecture.

Front Controller
The Front Controller pattern is the one
implemented also by Struts. Wakesoft’s
is a more capable implementation but of
course you can stick with Struts if you
prefer the Apache ‘standard’.

The implementation of this pattern
consists of a Controller Servlet which
receives all Form Posts from the HTTP
server and does a lookup in the XML
navigation file to determine the action.
This can include execution of a
business rule or forwarding to a new
JSP page. The controller servlet
delegates the requests to the Wakesoft
NavigationManager which determines
the next action.

A typical navigation XML file entry looks
like this:
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<url-mapping path=”/Address”

business-process=”AddressProcess” >

<bp-event-filter

attribute=”PAGE” value=”edit”

result-

page=”Address.jsp” />

<bp-exception-default result

page=”Address.jsp” />

<url-mapping>

A form submit to the controller servlet
with the ‘edit’ PAGE value forwards to the 
Address.jsp script. The servlet delivers
the run-time capability; the Wakesoft

code generator builds you a skeleton
XML navigation file but you have to then
build the user interface JSP tier and link
the flow of pages by editing the XML
Navigation file by hand. There are no
graphical tools to manipulate or display
the application flow in the current
product so you edit the XML by hand.

Mapper
The MappingManager is probably the
module in the framework that does the
most to reduce the number of lines of

Wakesoft J2EE Framework continued...

code written, especially in the JSPs. In
the typical business application the JSP
code instantiates EJB Session Beans
and populates their properties with values
extracted from the request object, e.g.

String yyString =

request.getParameter(“year”);

if yyString !=null &&

yyString.length()>0{

try {

boPerson.BirthYY=Integer.

parseInt(yyString);

yyOK=true;

} catch (NumberFormatException e {

}

}

and that is just for one simple integer!
The Wakesoft mapping tools provide a
ready built infrastructure to convert
HTML posts into XML data, validate it
and populate the business object. A
naming convention must be adhered to
so that the framework can work out
which form field ends up as which
business object attribute. The mapper
uses introspection to read the property
names of the business object and also to
apply standard data type checks to the
data. Custom mappers are written by the
developer to carry out more customized
validation.

The automatic marshalling of data
between XML and either the user-
interface or EJB tier is a powerful feature
that streamlines the code you write in
the JSPs and focuses developers on
developing functionality not infrastructure.
The marshalling of data between the
three logical tiers of HTML, XML and
Java objects is provided by the Wakesoft
classes that are invoked by the JSPs.

Service Layer and Business Rules
The business logic of your application
is implemented using the ‘chain of
responsibility’ pattern1. The Business
Process Manager implements the façade
pattern and the adapter layer loads up an 

Figure 1: Wakesoft Framework and Server Architecture

Figure 2: Front Controller
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<business-process name=

”GetStockQuote”>

<bp-step class=”reefwork.bp.

step.LogStep” />

<bp-step class=”com.ibm.

stockQuotes.webstep.getQuote />

</business-process>

To convert your business processes into
web services you add some name/value
pairs to the ejb-business-process.xml
file, so for example you could publish
the GetStockQuote process above by
adding:

<bp-step class=”reefwork.websvd.

bp.step.WebSvcConnectorStep” />

<property name =

”business-process-name”

value=”GetQuoteService”

<property name =”soap=gateway

router-url” value=”http.etc..”

<property name =”target-

object-uri”

value=”urn:BusinessProcess

GatewayWebService”

<property name =”method-name”

value=”processEvent”

<property name =”use-returned

bpe” value=”true”

</bp-step>

XML configuration file which defines
the steps in the process. Each step is
implemented as a Java class which must
implement the Wakesoft business step
interface. When you generate the
application the system creates a set of
simple business processes for each
business object, e.g. search, save, select
and delete. The rest you build using your
Java IDE by cloning these, adding the
logic and configuring the process steps
by editing ‘business-process.xml’.

There is slightly more to it than that
however. The façade for the process can 
be called from both the web-tier and/or
the EJBs, and the business processes
can be run either in the EJB tier or the
web tier as POJOs (plain old java
objects). You can call the EJB version of
the process from the web tier. There are
two config files, one defines process
steps to run in the web tier, the other in
the EJB tier. The major difference is that
the EJB process runs as a single
transaction whereas when run in the web
tier each step is a single transaction.
Here is what the XML definition looks like:

The combination of best practice
pattern-based architecture and a Web
Services capability adds up to a near
perfect Service Oriented Architecture
which would meet our SOA checklist
with ease, see Table 1.

Content Manager and Persistence
The persistence manager in the
framework removes the need for the
developer to write any database code to
persist business objects. The Wakesoft
persistence manager is a configurable
layer that uses adapters to ensure
complete flexibility. Decisions such as
whether to use Container-managed or
Bean-managed persistence are removed
to the Wakesoft manager. Mapping
between relational database types and
java type is also set up via a config. file,
the result is a plug-and-play approach to
the persistence technology used by your
application. When you generate your
application, the Wakesoft accelerator
tool reads the class definitions for your
business objects and builds all the
infrastructure needed to store your
object data. The J2EE mechanisms such
as Session Beans, EJB Entities and DAO
are supported in the supplied adapters
but you can write additional adapters if
necessary. The application can make use
of more than one adapter and the
configuration mechanisms allow you to
tune your finished application without
cutting new code.

Other Essential Building Blocks
In this report so far we have concentrated
on the major architectural building
blocks. We can’t cover every feature here
but it is worth noting that throughout the
framework there are lots of small but
essential building blocks that anyone
with application development experience
will recognize as ‘must haves’. Unique
key generators, session state, error

continues...

Figure 3: Data Mapping and XML Framework
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Wakesoft have recently raised a $7M
capital injection, which will enable them
to build some new capability into the
framework, we suggest that some
graphical visualization tools would help
navigate the XML configurations that
currently have to be hand crafted. With
their sights set on the growing emphasis
on enterprise SOA, the forthcoming
releases will address the runtime
management of their customer
applications. Monitoring, business
analysis and more service features will
create more value for their users.

Wakesoft’s two big customer success
stories are written up on their web site,
one in personal finance, the other in
insurance. These customers needed a
tried and tested architecture to get their
J2EE developments up and running and
turned to Wakesoft.

Summary
The J2EE platform has been evolving
rapidly over the last five years so even
established Java users will be looking at
their first efforts and wishing they had the
benefits of the features now standard
in application servers. A really well 
designed SOA has long-term benefits
and protects investment in software and
process models allowing applications to

Wakesoft J2EE Framework continued...

logging, drop-down list views for web
pages, etc., etc. Clearly the designers at
Wakesoft have a deep background in
real-world J2EE development and even if
you don’t buy the framework license,
their documentation alone is well worth
studying as a blueprint for best practice
J2EE patterns.

Market Issues
Wakesoft will appeal to project managers
and architects who would rather focus
their developers on business code and
user interface. They will get the benefit of
a tried and tested architecture and fewer
nasty surprises in the code. Developers
may be a more difficult market to
convince since they will not be learning
so many J2EE techniques and will have
to spend more time in XML configuration
files than in your usual J2EE project.
We started by raising the ‘framework
vs. runtime’ issue and for many the
dependence on Wakesoft classes and
servlets may be a negative factor. On the
plus side, of course, is that  you save in
development time and lifecycle costs
and as future releases add value to the
runtime environment its contribution will
be more obvious. The runtime costs are
not insignificant so the price tag will be
justifiable, we suggest, for projects of
over 1 developer-year. 

Criteria

Loosely coupled

Technology neutral

Course grained/meaningful
to business

Discoverable

Multiple invocation styles

Description

Services exposed as web services are defined through the XML configured
process steps and are exposed as business services that need no knowledge
of internal structures

Web Services can be called from any platform

The process façade and the process adapter pattern positively encourages
you to build a business services bus

Via WSDL/UDDI (developer must set up) 

Business process can be driven from asynchronous messages (JMS support)
or SOAP etc.

Check

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

be evolved as the business changes or
new server technology comes along.
Against this backdrop, Wakesoft offers a
truly elegant architecture ‘out of the box’.
We would like to see more graphical
tools to help developers get to grips with
the XML that drives the application and
better runtime management. Project
managers and architects will appreciate
the head start this gives a development
team. The financial cost and lifetime
dependency on the Wakesoft Company
has to be balanced against the benefits it
brings, but with their recent venture
capital win, we believe Wakesoft is a
company with a future.

For further information: www.wakesoft.com.

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

1. Design Patterns: Elements of reusable Object
Oriented Software by Erich Gamma, Richard
Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides. 
Addison-Wesley 1995

Table 1: SOA Criteria
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continues...

By Oliver Sims Introduction
Part 1 of this series showed the synergy
between Web Services and Component-
Based Development (CBD), both of
which are necessary for Enterprise
Service-Oriented Architecture (ESOA). 

But an effective architecture for designing
and building service-oriented IT systems
does not answer the question, what
services does the business need to
provide – both internally and externally?
Again, where an existing business

process plan has already defined
required business services, then how are
business-related structures providing
those services defined? Such structures
are necessary in order to provide a sound
base for longer-term stability and
adaptability of the architecture and
design underlying the delivered
services. These questions are most
often addressed by the “requirements
definition” or “business modeling” part of
a development process.

The Enterprise Service-Oriented Architecture provides the

essential foundations for flexible applications. The first

report in this series showed how a single architecture

based on mature CBD can address B2B, B2C, Workflow,

Legacy Wrapping, and provide the scalable Enterprise

Services needed. However, to be effective, and to truly

enable business agility, there must be clear traceability

between business requirements and system implementation.

Otherwise the services provided may well not be those the

business requires and needs. This report, the second in

the series, shows how a seamless progression can be

made from a business requirements definition to

implementation, with little information loss. This is business-

oriented system modeling and design (as opposed to

system-oriented business modeling) – a development

process that ensures that the “business model” maps

one-to-one to components in the IT system, so capturing

business requirements much more precisely as well as

providing much better business-to-code traceability.

Services Oriented Architecture -
Part 2 - The Bridge

Best Practice Report
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much of what is built by IT will not do
what the business needs IT to do, or will
result in “service silos”. Either way, the
result is loss of agility.

“Firm foundations” mean specifying all
and only what the business needs, with
minimal or information loss while
crossing the bridge between business
rules and structures to IT structures and
algorithms. Many current requirements
analysis methods provide mapping of the
business rules to IT algorithms. However,
those IT algorithms usually end up
buried in code modules that bear little
resemblance to business structures.
Real and effective traceability becomes
very difficult; the bridge weakens,
sometimes to the point of collapse. 

This report presents a “bridge” that
provides one-to-one mapping from
services and business structures and
rules to IT components and algorithms.
This is the firm foundation required for
agile businesses. It is particularly
important for ESOA, where proper
identification of the components that
provide the services is the key to agile IT. 
Changes to business processes or rules

can immediately and unambiguously
be traced to one or more specific
components. In addition, new business
structures and algorithms are analyzed
such that the structures defined in the
requirements activity become the start of
the IT design model. 

We start by suggesting a particular
approach to requirements. Then we show
how the resulting business-oriented
model can be directly implemented by
the kinds of software component
discussed in Part 1 of this series. Finally,
with this sound bridge in place, we peer
a little way into the future, and start to get
some idea of what the control center of a
truly agile business might look like.

Requirements
The objective of the requirements activity1

is to define precisely what services the
planned system should provide, how
they’re carried out, and what business
features it should exhibit. Requirements
is an activity that ends when all relevant
business questions have been answered.
Therefore it is not some high-level
scoping activity; rather it is a significant
part of the system development effort,
and goes into substantial detail – business
detail; however, it does not include IT
system design. There are many different
approaches to this activity, with different
starting points focuses, and techniques.

The approach we recommend is, in brief,
as follows:

1. Define scope, vision, and goals

2. Define the business requirements in
terms of business processes and
resources used or created by those
processes (“resources” are sometimes
known as business objects, or entities).

3. Define the “business elements” that
the IT system will implement

But what are business elements?

Services Oriented Architecture - Part 2 - The Bridge continued...

Now an important aspect of ESOA is
that the services provided, and the
components that implement them,
should map as directly as possible to the
business. Then, when the business
evolves, it is very quickly clear what
parts of the IT system are affected and
which new or changed services and
components should be provided.
However, current methodologies do not
provide this, nor do they help with
structuring already-defined services.
Figure 1 illustrates how the structures
of typical business requirements
methodologies do not map to the
structure of the IT solution. The resulting
impedance mismatch can cause loss of
information and traceability.

Without a solution to this problem, it is
hard to see how any software initiative,
by itself, can hope to make business
more agile, responsive, or IT become
more productive so that it can meet time-
to-market goals. That is, there needs to
be a clear “bridge” between the business
and the IT system. But without firm
foundations, this bridge will fail to convey 
properly the things that the business
requires of IT. Failure here means that

Figure 1: Impedance mismatch in the development process

1. We use the generic term “requirements” as the name of the activity that defines precisely what the business wants and needs of IT. This activity goes by many
names in the industry, including “business modeling”, “requirements”, “requirements analysis”, “scoping and definition”, etc.
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case models, or more formally by UML
classes or action states. Figure 23

shows a scheme where each of several
kinds of step is a UML action state.

The important step for our purposes is
the “immediate” step. This is a step that
is required to complete as soon as
possible, and whose intermediate states
are of no concern to the business in that
they are not required to be remembered
after the step has completed. An
immediate step is performed
autonomously, with no intervention from
a human. It defines a service provided by
the core enterprise system (as discussed
in the last report). When an immediate
step is further refined, then subsidiary
steps must also be immediate.

Other kinds of step, briefly, are:

● An Extended Step is one where
the intermediate states are of
interest to the business, and may
have to be remembered. This could
be because there are business
reasons for such interest, or
because other factors, including
technology, require it. An

Business Elements
The term “business element” was coined
by David A. Taylor [Taylor]. A business
element is a process, a resource, or an
organizational unit. These three are
inter-dependent: organizations perform
specified processes; a process requires
both an organization to perform it and
resources as input or things produced;
resources are assets of an organization,
and are used or produced by processes. 

Informally, we can say that a Business
Element (BE) is an identifiable “chunk” of
the business that is seen as important
by business people. A BE can be a
process-oriented or resource-oriented.
Examples are “Sales Order Service”,
Invoice Management”, “Customer”,
“Booking”, and “Sales Order”.

But how are these BEs identified? With
experience, the BE’s rather jump out at
one, and candidate BEs can often be
suggested at the start of requirements
based on experience in other companies
in the same industry. However, there is a
set of heuristics that enable candidates
to be identified based on process and
resource models.

Processes and Resources
For our purposes, we need an approach
that defines clearly:

● Business “processes”, each of
which has one or more “steps”,
and where each step is, where
appropriate, further refined as a
process in its own right. The
process provides a service
(possibly an internal service), and
the steps define how the service
is provided.

● Resources (as artifacts)2 or entities
used by or produced by steps

Steps may be captured in text within use 

extended step is a candidate for
implementation by Workflow.

● A Human Step is one that is
performed by a human with no
involvement by the system being
modeled. 

● A Tool Step is one that is performed
by a human user interacting with a
“tool” that is part of the system.
The human user will use some
form of interactive device (e.g. a
GUI) to interact with the system. 

● A Protocol Step is one that
requires a peer-to-peer protocol
for its completion. Such a step is a
candidate for implementation
though a B2B-style mechanism.

As to resources, these are often currently
captured in a “business object model” or
an “entity model”. Examples are
“Customer”, “Balance”, “Address”, and
“Order Line”. 

Given the process and resource models,
we can define the set of “business
elements” that are within the scope of
the project.

continues...

2. There may be a number of kinds of resources, such as entities, performers, and actors. Here we are concerned only with those resources that are entities,
sometimes called “resources-as-artifacts”.

3. This is a subset of a real conceptual model, developed by the COMBINE project [COMBINE], and simplified for the purposes of this report.

Figure 2: Kinds of process steps
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without first saying to what it belongs.

That is, its scope is implied and

understood, and is probably that of the

business or of an important organizational

unit within the business. For example, in

a manufacturing business, a “customer”

probably does not have to be qualified,

so it’s independent. “Address” or

“Balance”, on the other hand, would

have to be qualified to be meaningful, for

example, “customer address” or “supplier

address.” Of course, this is context-

dependent; for example, addresses are

often kept separate from the resources

they relate to, especially in distribution-

oriented organizations. 

Looking at the business resource model

in this way, certain resources can be

identified as real and independent, and

are called “focus” resources, while the

others are called “auxiliary” resources.

These terms follow UML semantics

(see [UML]).

Identification
The following heuristic can be used to

identify resource business elements

(RBEs):

1. Consider each resource in the
business resource model, and ask
whether it is “real” and “independent”.
If it is, then it is the focus resource for
a RBE. Other resources are “auxiliary”
resources.

The terms “focus” and “auxiliary” are
UML stereotypes, and have the same
semantics here.

2. Follow the relationships (including
upward generalizations) from the focus
resource, to and through auxiliary
resources, stopping when another
focus resource is reached. Note the
auxiliary resources encountered.
Those auxiliary resources, plus the
focus resource, form a group called
the “focus group”.

3. Create a class diagram showing the
relationships between auxiliary
resources and the focus resource.

4. When all RBEs have been identified,
create an RBE relationships class
diagram. This is essential both for
comprehension of relationships
between RBEs.

Example
The RBE example starts from a business
resource model (or business object
model). Figure 3 shows a highly simplified
resource model.

Services Oriented Architecture - Part 2 - The Bridge continued...

Business Element Analysis
In this section we show how three
different kinds of business element can
be derived from traditional resource and
process models. The three kinds are:

● Resource Business Element (RBE) –
the important resources in the
business

● Service Business Element (SBE) –
a set of related services provided
by the business and implemented
by a business process

● Delivery Business Element (DBE) –
a defined grouping of service and
resource business elements that
provides a coherent set of services
related to an organizational unit 

Resource Business Element (RBE)

Overview
A Resource Business Element (RBE)
encapsulates a group of resources. 

An RBE is a group of resources focused
around a particular resource that is
“real and independent” in the business
domain. Other resources are “auxiliary”,
inasmuch as they support the primary
resource in some way (for example, a
Customer resource may be supported by
a Customer Balance resource).

Real: A real resource is one that is both
used and understood by subject matter
experts (SMEs). It is not abstract. For
example, in a manufacturing business,
“customer,” “address,” and “invoice line
item” would probably be real, while
“legal entity,” “location,” and “collection
member” might not. That is, an SME
would assert that while a “customer” is a
common everyday concrete thing, a
“legal entity” is not (although there
might be agreement that, hypothetically,
it would be a good super-type of
“customer”).4

Independent: An independent resource
is one that can be talked about by SMEs 

4. For a full discussion of this topic, see under “Trading Partners” in [Herzum], p.463.

Figure 3: Resource Model (fragment)
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how three different kinds

of business element

can be derived from

traditional resource and

process models.
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Let's assume that Employee, Customer, and Order are identified as the focus
resources. Following the identification heuristic to group auxiliary resources gives the
following three focus groups:

When these are disentangled, the following picture of three resource business
elements emerges:

The result is a significant simplification of the original resource model, and no
information is lost. Note that some auxiliary resources appear in more than one RBE.
This is not surprising. However, a given focus resource appears in only one RBE.

Figure 4: Focus Groups

Figure 5: Resource Business Elements

continues...
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Services Oriented Architecture - Part 2 - The Bridge continued...

The Service Business Element (SBE)

Overview
A service business element is a collection
of “immediate” steps (discussed above).
The reason for grouping the steps
(and their sub-steps) is that a given
organizational unit is often responsible
for the set of processes (steps)
surrounding a Resource BE. These steps
are typically closely related in terms of
the kinds of things they do, and together
provide a coherent service. In effect, we
apply the tested modularization principles
of high cohesion and low coupling to
these “chunks” of the business.

Identification heuristic
To identify Service Business Elements
(SBEs):

1. Identify the highest-level immediate
steps in the business process model.
These are services provided by the
core business systems (discussed in
the last report).

2. The name of each step is probably of
the form “verb-noun”. If not, convert
the name to this form, or make a
note of the name equivalence.

It will be found that many of the nouns
are the names of resource BEs, for
example Supplier, Shipment, Contract,
Schedule, Invoice, and Product. 

3. Group the steps by resources BE. It is
likely that each group will include the
CRUD5 lifecycle of the resource BE. 

Many groups will involve more than
one resource BE. For example, a
Sales Order group could include
steps that not only direct the life
cycle of a Sales Order in some way,
but also update Inventory and
Customer Balance. However, the
focus of the group is often a specific
resource (such as Sales Order).

Some groups may involve only one
resource BE. In this case, it is likely
that the step forms part of the

responsibilities of the resource BE
(such as “validate new order”). 

4. Iterate on the next level of immediate
steps in the business process model.
If no further PBEs are found, then the
immediate steps at this level of
iteration are candidates for the
business logic within the SBE. If there
are no lower-level immediate steps
found, then stop.

Each SBE will normally map to an
organizational unit, and is a candidate
for implementation as a process
component. The various verbs in the
names of the immediate steps are
candidate operations in the interfaces of
that component. Subsidiary immediate
steps associated with each higher-level
immediate step typically constitute the
process that provides the service indicated
by the higher-level immediate step.

This identification heuristic groups
immediate steps such that the groups –
service business elements – make sense
in business terms, and not only provide
the basis for a service-oriented enterprise
system, but also exhibit best practice
modularization along high cohesion low
coupling principals.

PBE Identification Example
Suppose the following services (top-level
immediate steps) were defined in the
process model:

● Amend Customer Record

● Handle Order (place a new Order)

● Employee Leaves

● Record New Customer

● Amend Existing Order

● Cancel Order

● Hire New Employee

Many of these steps will have subsidiary
immediate steps. For example, the
“Amend Customer Record” and “Handle
Order” steps could well have the
following subsidiary steps:

5. CRUD: Create, Read, Update, Delete.

A service business

element is a collection of

“immediate” steps. These

steps are typically closely

related in terms of the

kinds of things they do,

and together provide a

coherent service.
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Delivery Business Element (SBE)

Specific subsets of Service and
Resource BEs are used in delivering
capability to an organizational unit in the
business. For example, an Order Service
SBE plus several RBEs such as
Customer, Product, and Sales Order are
used to deliver order management
capabilities to a Sale Order Processing
department in the business. Such
specific groups can be seen as providing
defined services to other parts of the
organization, as well as to customers and
suppliers. The grouping itself usefully
forms a third kind of business element,
which we call a Delivery BE, since it is
this group that delivers functionality for
the business. Consider: a resource BE
can do nothing by itself (no service or
process), and likewise, a service BE by
itself is pretty useless (no resources!).
The Delivery BE is the set of assets that
delivers value.

A Delivery Business Element (DBE) is a
grouping of Service and Resource
Business Elements that together deliver
a business solution to a business
problem, and which provides services
to requestors. 

A given DBE often corresponds to a
major responsibility of a department or
larger organizational unit in the business.
For example, the services and resources
involved in a “Sales Order Management”
DBE would reflect the major
responsibilities of the Sales Processing
Department in a business.

A simplified example of a DBE is shown
in Figure 15.

Identification
Delivery Business Elements can be
identified as by finding the top-level
SBEs. A “top-level” SBE is one that is not
a dependant of any other SBE. For each
top-level SBE, identify the set of BEs that
this SBE needs to function correctly. That 

Service Subsidiary Immediate Steps

Amend Customer Record

Handle Order

● Validate customer details provided

● Review credit limit by running a Credit Check

● Record Customer details

● Check for relationships with other Customers,
update where necessary

● Send the standard “your details changed” letter

● Validate data submitted

● Check Customer is valid

● Calculate value of Order

● Check for credit

● Allocate inventory

● Create Back-Orders where necessary

● Create the Order

● Send an Order Acknowledgment

SBE Subsidiary Immediate Steps

Customer
Service

Order
Service

Employee
Service

Validate customer details provided

Review credit limit ...

Record Customer details

Check for relationships ...

Send the standard letter
...

Validate data submitted

Check Customer is valid

Calculate value of Order

Check for credit

Allocate inventory

Create Back-Orders where necessary

Create the Order

Send an Order Acknowledgment
...

...

...

...

Based on the example above of seven services (top-level immediate steps), the
identification and grouping heuristic could produce the following (incomplete) SBEs:

Service

Amend Customer
Record

Record New Customer

Handle Order
(place a new Order)

Amend Existing Order

Cancel Order

Hire New Employee

Employee Leaves

As can be seen, each top-level immediate step provides a service (e.g. “Amend Customer
record”). Each service in turn will usually consist of a set of subsidiary immediate steps.

continues...



● Service BE to Process
Component: Each immediate step
provided by a service BE is mapped
to an operation on a process
component in the IT system design.
Thus immediate steps become
services provided by the system.
The name of the step is the verb
or verb phrase that describes
the step (for example, “Modify
Customer record”) and which also
names the service provided. 

● Resource BE to Entity
Component: Again, the mapping
is direct: each resource BE can be
(largely automatically) transformed
into the beginnings of an entity
component, complete with focus
and auxiliary classes. As with the
process component, the transfor-
mation has no information loss. 

What about Delivery Business Elements?
Well, the previous report in this series
illustrated how process and entity
components collaborate, and a simplified
example of a sales order management
service was given. This collaboration
maps extremely well to a Delivery
Business Element. Indeed, such a
collaboration, which provides a solution
to a business problem, can validly be
considered a component in its own right,
and is called a “system-level component”
in [Herzum]. This is shown in Figure 7.
So we have the mapping:

Figure 7: Sales Order Management
system

● Delivery BE to System-Level
Component: This transformation
is exceptionally simple.
Dependencies between BEs map
to operation invocations between
components.

In MDA terms, the BEs comprise a CIM
(Computation-Independent Model), and
can be (largely automatically) transformed
into the beginnings of a component PIM
(Platform-Independent Model). Because
no structural changes are made, the
transformation is simple, and has no
information loss. 

The component model is then refined,
behavior added, etc., to move through
the development life cycle to an
operational IT system.

In other words, as illustrated in Figure 8,
we have a clear and unambiguous bridge
between the business and the IT system,
with one-to-one mapping:

● Service Business Element –
Process Component. 

● Resource Business Element –
Entity Component

● Delivery Business Element –
System-Level Component

This means that traceability between
components in the IT system and the
business is direct and visible to business
people. 

In summary, just as service BEs
“choreograph” the use of resource BEs
and sometimes other service BEs, so
process components choreograph the
usage of other components. Each
component provides clear services; for
example entity components provide
“entity services” to process components,
which in turn provide published enterprise
services both to business users and
to requestors outside the business.
Because each component is designed

Services Oriented Architecture - Part 2 - The Bridge continued...

is, identify the SBE’s dependent BEs.
The resulting set comprises the Delivery
Business Element.

Hint: In small-to-medium projects, there
may only be top level SBEs. In very small
projects, there may indeed be only one,
and hence the DBE will correspond to
an “application”.

A BE diagram can be constructed as BEs
are identified. Applying the mediator
pattern for usages by one BE of other
BEs typically results in a directed acyclic
graph (as illustrated in Figure 6). The DBE
will normally be a subset of this diagram.

Example
Figure 6 illustrates a class diagram
showing the dependencies between two
Service Business Element (Order Service
and Pricing) and three Resource
Business Elements. This set of Business
Elements together comprises the “Order
Management” Delivery Business Element.

Figure 6: System Business Element

Mapping to Components
A BE captures an important business
concept. CBD provides defines a set of
structuring concepts that are ideal for
implementation of BEs in an IT system.
This is because little or no transformation
is required between the BEs and the
technical design model. That is, each BE
is mapped one-to-one to a candidate
component in the design model. 

The mapping is as follows:
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Figure 8: The Bridge

and built autonomously, capturing
autonomous business elements, then
just as business elements in the business
can be re-used, so can the components.
There is as much re-use of components
as there is in the business of business
elements. Further technical re-use is
also possible within the IT domain. For
example, auxiliary classes within
components can often be re-used in
other components.

The Future
Business Elements are the “modules” of
the business. CBD gives us a technology
whereby business elements can be
captured on a one-to-one basis. This
means that the IT system that supports
the business is structured along the
same lines as the business. 

Now suppose we provide systemic event
management in the IT system, so that
each component can publish business
events as they happen. Also, as
suggested in the previous report, all
components in the system can use
web services technology as their
communication mechanism, optimized 
as appropriate by middleware. This

means that, at run-time, messages
between components are concrete data
structures that physically move around.
This contrasts with messages between
objects in an OOPL, which the compiler
essentially transforms into simple
machine code transfers of control within
memory. Components are large enough
modules, in general, to support the
overhead, whereas the kinds of objects
in OOPL languages are not. 

The “so what” of this observation is that
it becomes possible to think of installing
probes into the message stream which
can not only measure the flow rate
between given components, but also can
interrogate the message content itself
(remember that the message context
is XML).

Ability to probe messages for their
semantic content? This starts to sound
like a kind of “business nervous system”!
And indeed, some enterprises today are
beginning to think along these terms.
Why? Because the concept of a
“business control room” for real-time
management of organizational units is
one that has been around since the
1970s (e.g. [BEER]). Then, it was not only 

the technology that was lacking, it was
also the set of software structuring
concepts. Today, enterprise service-
oriented architecture can provide both
the technology and the software
structuring concepts. 

Hence ESOA may well provide the
basis for a situation where the CIMs
(computationally-independent models)
may be become a live model of the
business, in the same way that a railroad
control center provides a live model
of a railway system. And the PIMs
(platform-independent models) could
become the main focus and tool for
synchronized business and IT agility and
evolution. The “naked objects” initiative
[Pawson] provides the basis for
technology whereby even partly-built
components can be automatically
visualized on a GUI. But here we stop:
further extrapolation and exploration is
beyond the scope of this series.
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